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CALLIGRAM COMPETITION 2023 

* Fill A4 size page * Draw with words * No outlines * No colouring in

* MUST be hand written NOT computer generated

Disegnare con 

le parole! 

THEME: 

Apparecchiamo -

CLOSING DATE: 

MONDAY 19 JUNE 2023 

What is a calligram? 
A calligram is a word or piece of text 

in which the letters create a visual 

image related to the meaning of the words. 
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THEME: Apparecchiamo - si mangia! (((
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CALLIGRAM COMPETITION 2023 

Create your calligram 

Instructions for each category: 
Prep: Choose ONE PAIR of the following: 

SALE * PEPE OLIO * ACETO 
Yrl/Yr2: Choose TWO PAIRS of the following: 

ACQUA * VINO SALE * PEPE OLIO * ACETO 
Yr3/Yr4: Set the table for ONE PERSON on a TOVAGLIA. 

Choose 5 of the following: 
PIATTO, FORCHETTA, COL TELLO, CUCCHIAIO, BICCHIERE, 
ACQUA, SALE, PEPE 

Yr5/Yr6: Create a table setting using a minimum of 1Q words. 
You can choose words listed in the Yr3/Yr4 category and from 
these: TOVAGLIOLO, CUCCHIAINO, SC ODELLA, PIATTINO, T AZZA, 
T AZZINA, CALICE, VINO 

Yr7 /Yr8: Create a table setting using a minimum of 12 words listed 
above 
TEACHERS: Send ONL V 3 finalists from EACH Italian class. 

Entries close Monday 19 June, 2023 

PRIZES 

1st, 2nd, 3rd Places 
in each category 

receive a medal 

and a certificate 

Highly commended 

receive a certificate 

Unplaced entries receive 

a digital participation 

certificate emailed to 

their teacher 

Free Entry 



THEME: Apparecchiamo - si mangia!
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CENTRE CALLIGRAM COMPETITION 2023 

• No colouring in.
• No outlines. Ensure any outlines are ERASED from calligram before submission.
• All words MUST be in Italian.
• Words MUST be clearly legible.
• Correct spelling of Italian words MUST be used. Judges penalise spelling mistakes.
• All entries MUST be on �P-aP-er and artwork MUST be large enough to fill the page.
• Entries MUST NOT be framed / MUST NOT be mounted on backing.
• Refer to Terms and Conditions to meet criteria of each category.
• Teachers MUST select and send BEST 3 entries per Italian class.
• Attach Entry Form to the back of each calligram. Print student name clearly and accurately on

entry form. Names on winning certificates are written as on your form.
Certificates cannot be re-done.

• ALL entries MUST be received by closing date 19 June 2023. Late entries will NOT BE ACCEPTED.

JUDGES LOOK FOR: 
* Correct spelling

* Clearly legible words
* Creative use of Italian words to form shapes and texture

* Colour variation of written words to create shading and highlights




